A theoretical study on the reorientational transition from in-plane to out-of-plane magnetized state is performed for two-dimensional magnetic dot arrays coupled by magnetostatic interaction. The square lattice of nanoscale cylindrical dots is considered with the assumptions that the dots are magnetically soft and they have uniform magnetization. The present study predicts that the interdot magnetostatic coupling determines the reorientation transition for close-packed arrays of such magnetic dots. Recent experimental results on the nanometer-scale single-domain dot arrays are discussed in light of the present calculation. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.
When the interdot spacing is small in comparison with the dot radius, interdot magnetostatic interaction becomes important in high-density arrays of magnetic dots. This interaction will destabilize and even destroy the out-of-plane state. On the other hand, reducing the dot height-to-radius ratio is also desirable. 6 But this favors the in-plane magnetized state with reducing the ratio. Magnetization reorientation transition from the in-plane to the perpendicular magnetized state in coupled dot arrays is important not only for applications to the field of data storage but also for studying basic questions of magnetic ordering in patterned magnetic films stabilized by magnetostatic interaction. In the present work we have investigated the reorientational transition as functions of the dot size and the dot lattice period. We report theoretical limitations on the existence of the perpendicularly magnetized state in the square array of cylindrical dots.
The calculation of the magnetostatic coupling energy is carried out for typical two-dimensional dot arrays with the square lattice of nanoscale single-domain dots. The circular cylindrical magnetic dots with the saturation magnetization M s , dot radius R, and height L are considered. The dots are three-dimensional particles and both in-dot and interdot magnetostatic interactions are taken into account. The dipole approximation used in Ref. 9 is insufficient for the closepacked dot arrays and a more correct approach for magnetostatic energy calculation is necessary ͑see Refs. 10, 11, and the references therein͒. We neglect the in-dot magnetocrystalline anisotropy. This assumption is reasonable for the dots composed of soft magnetic materials ͑for instance, FeNi and Ni͒ or for the polycrystalline dots. The interdot magnetostatic coupling energy, according to the estimation of Ref. 4 , is on the order of 10 6 erg/cm 3 and thus, it is believed to play a major role for the soft magnetic dot arrays.
The interdot magnetostatic coupling is essential during remagnetization of the dot array. Magnetization reversal of the array of magnetostatically coupled dots will be more complicated in comparison with the one of the isolated single-domain dot. The ground state of the lattice of the strongly coupled single-domain dots will be a good starting point for calculation of switching the dot arrays. The noncollinear in-plane configurations of the dot magnetizations existing for the square dot lattice are considered in Ref. 11 .
We use the following general expression for the magnetic self-energy density of magnetic film with inhomogeneous magnetization M͑r͒ and volume V through magnetostatic scalar potential m (r) 12 W m ͓M͑ r͔͒ϭ 1 2V
Since the typical dot density is 10 8 -10 10 dots/cm 2 and dot array size is about 1 cm 2 , the edge effects of array can be neglected. To calculate W m we consider a periodical arrangement of the dots in the film plane with the reciprocal lattice vector kϭ(k x , k y ͒. For the square lattice (k x , k y )ϭ2(n 1 , n 2 )/T. Here, T is the lattice period and n 1 , n 2 are integers. We assume that the dot diameter and thickness are smaller than critical values of the existence of the single-domain state and the magnetization distribution M͑r͒ within the dot is uniform or nearly uniform. Thus, M(r)ϭM s within the dot and M͑r͒ϭ0 outside the dot. To avoid the singularity in Eq. ͑1͒, the integration over rЈ is first accomplished in cylindrical coordinates for each dot ͑the cylinder axis 0z is a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; on leave from the Institute for Magnetism, Vernadskogo 36, Kiev 252142, Ukraine; electronic mail: kgus@kias.re.kr APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS VOLUME 76, NUMBER 24 12 JUNE 2000 perpendicular to the film plane͒, followed by summing over the whole dot array in the square lattice. Let us suppose that the dot magnetization lies perpendicularly to the film plane. In this case the magnetostatic energy in Eq. ͑1͒ is simplified as follows:
where
, S is the square of unit cell of the dot lattice, and is the radius vector in the x-y plane.
The dot magnetizations, in general, may not be parallel, so that some noncollinear configurations can exist and provide the minimum of magnetostatic energy W m for in-plane magnetized dots. To calculate W m for perpendicular dot magnetizations, the method proposed by Guslienko 11 is adopted. The magnetization direction of the n dot and its position within the unit cell are characterized by the polar angle n (nϭ1, . . . ,N) and the vector p n , respectively. The magnetostatic energy is expressed in the following form:
where the structure factor is given by
N is the number of the magnetic dots per unit cell and d is the interdot distance. Then, the magnetostatic energy for the N dot unit cell can be expressed in the following form:
The contribution to Eq. ͑4͒ from the coefficients A nn Ј has the usual exchange-like Ising form. Let us consider a simple case for the unit cell consisting of four dots (N ϭ4). We have only two coupling parameters A 12 ϭA 14 ϭA 23 ϭA 34 ϭa ͑along the dot lattice axes͒, A 13 ϭA 24 ϭa d ͑along diagonal of the unit cell͒ due to symmetry of the square lattice. The coefficients a and a d are negative for the typical dot diameter and the dot lattice period, and ͉a d ͉ Ͼ͉a͉.
We now compare the magnetostatic energies of different perpendicular configurations ( n , nϭ1, . . . ,4) 
where function
and k is the azimuthal angle of the vector k.
We define the uniaxial anisotropy constant K Ќ ϭW m (ʈ) ϪW m (Ќ) as the difference between the magnetostatic energies of the lowest in-plane and perpendicular to the film plane magnetization configurations. Thus, the equation K Ќ (␤,d)ϭ0 will describe the magnetization reorientational transition. This condition can be rewritten as the dependence of the critical dot aspect ratio ␤ c on the interdot distance d ͑Fig. 1͒. The dependence of ␤ c (d) decreases rapidly and goes to the finite limiting value for d/R→ϱ, which corresponds to ␤ c of noninteracting dots. The phase diagram could be interpreted that the interdot magnetostatic interaction encourages in-plane orientation of the dot magnetizations. This effect is especially strong for high-density dot arrays (d/RϽ1), when dipole-dipole approximation is insufficient. 11 Consideration of the first-order uniaxial in-dot ͑or interface͒ anisotropy constant K u will change the transition equation to K Ќ (␤,d)ϩK u ϭ0. The reorientation transition described above is of the first order due to neglecting all high-order anisotropy constants. In principle, this transition should reveal a hysteresis due to the overlap of stability regions of the in-plane and out-ofplane magnetic configurations as well as nucleation within the dots. This hysteresis study is in progress.
To consider the limitation of isolated cylindrical dots (d/R→ϱ) we use the effective demagnetizing factors introduced in Ref. 13 
It is well known that in nonellipsoidal magnetic bodies the demagnetizing field is not uniform. For a uniformly magnetized cylinder we get
From Eq. ͑6͒ we can get the critical value of ␤ c ϭ1.813 for the transition from the perpendicular to in-plane magnetization state in accordance with Ref. 14. Note that this value is larger than the mean field one (L/R)ϭ1.54 calculated for the uniformly magnetized cylindrical dot by Scheinfein et al. 15 The demagnetizing factors N ␣␣ eff reach the values N ␣␣ eff (␤) of isolated dots determined from Eq. ͑6͒ at d/R→ϱ. For close packed dots (d/R→0), the critical value ␤ c is 5.62.
The reorientational transition described above can be also observed experimentally for fixed dot sizes with changing temperature, 3 if we take into account another contributions K u to the total anisotropy constant. The critical line of ␤ c (d) will be shifted according to the value of this additional anisotropy constant K u . The shift of ␤ c (d) will be upward for K u Ͻ0 and downward for K u Ͼ0. Therefore, we like to stress that the present approach can be generalized by including the uniaxial anisotropy constant K u . This transition was numerically calculated in Ref. 16 19 which agree with the present calculation ͑Fig. 1͒. It is noteworthy that the reorientation transition was detected in nanowires array by Strijkers et al. 20 When wires with high wire length (L/Rӷ1) are well separated, the easy magnetization axis should be along the wire length. But, in Ref. 20 it is perpendicular to the wire length. For the 320 nm distance between the wires of 100 nm diameter, 20 we can neglect the surrounding magnetostatic field. The reorientation can not occur due to this field as concluded in Ref. 20 .
We speculate on the detected reorientational transition caused by competition between the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the hcp Co fraction and the magnetostatic shape anisotropy with changing the wire aspect ratio.
The magnetostatic energy of the dot lattices depends on the dot size, interdot distance, and dot lattice symmetry. This energy increases with increasing L up to the transition of the dots to the perpendicularly magnetized state. The type of arrangement of the dot magnetizations in the ground state of the square dot lattice with zero net magnetization is mostly determined by the long-range character of the dipole-dipole interaction.
In summary, the magnetostatic energies of the twodimensional periodic configurations of the dot magnetic moments placed at the sites of the square lattice were investigated. The magnetostatic coupling between the dots plays an essential role and determines the magnetization directions of the dot lattices. The reorientational transition from in-plane to perpendicular state of the square dot lattice of the uniformly magnetized cylindrical dots is driven by the relative dot size (L/R), interdot distance, and temperature. This transition takes place from the perpendicular ''checkerboard'' to the in-plane noncollinear antiferromagnetic ground state. The critical dot aspect ratio ␤ c (d) for the transition between these ground state configurations depends strongly on the interdot distance due to magnetostatic coupling. This ratio decreases with increasing d from its maximal value of 5.62 to the isolated dot value of 1.81. 
